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The deterministic QS model, introduced in Costa and Sernadas [J.F. Costa, A. Sernadas,
Progress assumption in concurrent systems, Formal Aspects Comput. 7 (1) (1995) 18–
36], captures (local) liveness properties, commonly speciﬁed in Temporal Logic, and not
fully captured by non-deterministic processmodels. Liveness explains how someprocesses
engage spontaneously in some actions andwait passively for the triggering of other actions
by other processes. In this paper, we extend the QS model to describe liveness properties,
through the introduction of a new operator deeply inﬂuenced by Temporal Logic, and de-
noting a global liveness requirement. The new operator applied to a process term induces a
transactional behaviour until the execution of some speciﬁed action.Wedeﬁne the suitable
denotational, axiomatic, and operational semantic domains to obtain a trinity of semantics
in the sense of Hennessy. We prove that this extended model is a conservative extension
of the previous one.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Liveness properties of concurrent systems [26] are commonly speciﬁed by temporal formulas, and several suitable
semantic models have been proposed to these logical speciﬁcations [18]. Many of these properties are not captured by well-
known non-deterministic processmodels, such as the input/output systems of Jonsson [14,15], failure extensions for the CSP
language [25,29], and the input/output automata of Lynch [16,17]. However, in the Quiescence Model (QS model) proposed
in [6,7] for sequential deterministic processes, new insights on quiescence were given concerning the characterization of
input/output systems of Jonsson in [14,15]. The QSmodel is able to describe liveness requirements concerning the capability
of processes to engage spontaneously in some actions, and towait passively for triggering by other processes before engaging
in some nonspontaneous action. This difference is captured by the introduction of two distinct preﬁxing operators in the
language: active and passive preﬁxing operators. The active preﬁxing is also related with the strong preﬁxing introduced in
[9], for extending CCS with atomic actions. There the preﬁxing operation is assembled with an underlined action meaning
that the process can perform the action only as the beginning of an atomic sequence, which endswith a nonunderlied action.
The QS model in [6,7], equipped with a strong preﬁxing operator, is also effective to explain how to look at processes with
transactions, whereas strong preﬁxing in [9] is not used to explain transactional behaviour.
The idea of quiescence, due to Chandy andMisra [22,23,21], was developed by Jonsson [14,15], in the context of a logic to
reason about speciﬁcations of input/output systems, and also by Sernadas, Ehrich, and Costa in [5,30,6,7] within an algebraic
framework, in order to provide a solution for the problem of representing state-dependent liveness as a process.
The basic idea of QS model was throw away the traditional preﬁx-closure assumption in the classical trace semantic
models, such as [12,29,4]. A QS process is in a quiescent state iff it is not willing to perform any action. So, when a QS process
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is in a non-quiescent state it means that some action must be performed. According to the QS model, a process (or a process
community) is represented by the set of its quiescent traces, i.e., the set of traces obtained in a state after that there is
no commitment for the process to perform any further action. The degree of liveness associated to each process makes the
corresponding set of quiescent traces, i.e., the quiescent set, nonpreﬁx-closed. TwoQSprocesseswith the samepreﬁx-closure
of their traces can be comparable with respect to liveness: the smaller number of quiescent traces corresponds to the higher
degree of liveness. Moreover, a trace of a QS process community is quiescent iff it can be projected onto a quiescent trace of
every one of its components, because the whole community is in a quiescent state iff all its components are in a quiescent
state.
Consider the well-known Hoare’s vending-machine in [12] appealing to the liveness differences just described. Let
machine1 be a process that describes the behaviour of a vending-machine that repeatedly is compelled to provide either
coffee or tea after receiving a coin from a customer. The customer takes the initiative to insert the coinwhereas the vending-
machine waits passively for it. However, the vending-machine takes the initiative to provide coffee or tea, after the insertion
of a coin, and the customer waits passively for coffee or tea. The corresponding syntax in a CPS notation [12] is
machine1 = μx.coin.(coffee.x + tea.x).
The standard set of traces formachine1 is the regular language (coin coffee + coin tea)*( + coin). Due to the fact that the set
of traces is preﬁx-closed, it does not provide any information about the process liveness. The process is always in a quiescent
state. However, we want that after receiving coin, the process must be in a non quiescent state eager to make coffee or tea
happen. With the QS model, it is possible to express this process liveness requirement. The QS process term
machine2 = μx.coin.(!coffee.x + !tea.x),
resulting from the process term machine1, after to add the ! indicating the process liveness, is suitable to describe the
behaviour of the vendingmachine. Now, the set of traces formachine2 is the non preﬁx-closed regular language (coin coffee +
coin tea)*. It indicates that after coin the process is in a non-quiescent state, willing to perform either coffee or tea.
A denotational trace semantics and a sound and complete inequational proof system for processes with local liveness
requirements were deﬁned in the QS model in [5,7]. However, there is no operational semantics. So, we must start to
provide an operational semantics to capture the implementation ﬂavour of this process algebra. It is well known that
structural operational semantics [27,28] is thedominantwayof providing anoperational semanticsmodel for process algebra
[12,20,11,3,2]. However, these operational semantic models do not ﬁt well with the new liveness requirements of QS model.
In our opinion, a ﬁnite automata [13] based operational semantics, such as in [4], arises more naturally than the previously
mentioned operational semantics, mainly due to the fact that we can easily identify every term denoting a process in a
non-quiescent state with a non-ﬁnal state and every term denoting a process in a quiescent state with a ﬁnal state. We
continue having the transition relation deﬁned by SOS style rules [27,28]. Moreover, this new operational semantics gives
a means to complete Hennessy’s trinity (equivalences among the three semantic domains), since the equivalence between
this automata semantics and the denotational trace semantics can be obtained by identifying, for each closed process term,
the language recognized by the corresponding automata with the respective set of traces.
In this paper we also extend the QS model in order to describe liveness properties through the introduction of a new
operator in the corresponding language signature, that is deeply inﬂuenced by the (future) temporal eventually operator ♦.
This provides a means to incorporate temporal operators directly in the process algebra, by contrast with the most well-
known process algebras [12,19,11,3,2], where liveness properties are speciﬁed by logic formulas and veriﬁed by a model
checker or by a formal proof method. This idea of incorporate temporal operators in a process algebra can be a starting point
to establish a bridge from temporal logic to process algebra.
In this QS extendedmodel, liveness requirements that induce future (eventually non-immediate) performances are called
global liveness requirements. The liveness requirements introduced in the QS model are called local liveness requirements.
We enrich the QS model with an operator [–] denoting a global liveness requirement. The operator [–] applied to a
process term induces a transactional behaviour until the execution of some arbitrary action. When we apply the global
operator [coffee] to machine1 or machine2, we restrict the corresponding sets of traces to sets, where each trace con-
tains at least one occurrence of coffee, which correspond, for both processes, to the non preﬁx-closed regular language
(coin tea)*(coin coffee)(coin coffee + coin tea)*. Notice that the global operator induces the transactional behaviour coin coffee
for both processes.
The idea of global liveness requirements was ﬁrst introduced in [5]. There an operator denoting the maximum activity of
a process was proposed in an algebraic theory (with no parallel composition) of ﬁnite processes.
For the newmodel, calledQSbox, an extension of the QSmodel, we are going to deﬁne the suitable denotational, axiomatic,
and automata semantic domains. Denotational and axiomatic semantics are adapted from the corresponding semantics of
the QS model, by adding for the global operator suitable sets of traces and axioms, respectively. In automata semantics, the
transition relation includes suitable SOS style rules for the global operator. We found that this global operator induces an
equivalence relation between process terms. So, instead of having each term denoted by a state of an automaton, as for QS
automata semantics, we have each state of an automaton denoting an equivalence class of terms. We prove the equivalence
among the three semantic domains. The equivalence between denotational and automata semantics is obtained through the
automata languages. We also prove that the axiomatic semantic domain is a conservative extension of the corresponding QS
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semantic domain. By saying that a semantic domain is conservative, we mean that it does not affect the semantic of terms
over the original signature (see e.g. [8,1,33]).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2we revisit theQSmodel [7], including its language for the process
terms and the denotational and axiomatic domains, and then we provide a equivalent automata semantics. In Section 3 we
present the extension of the QS model with the global operator [–], providing a language for process terms with global
liveness requirements, together with suitable denotational, axiomatic, and automata semantic domains. Following Hen-
nessy’s methodology, we prove the equivalence among the three semantic domains and also that themodel is a conservative
extension of QS model. Section 4 is dedicated to conclusions and further work. Some proofs have been moved to Appendix.
2. The QS model
This section is dedicated to QS processes and is organized as follows: ﬁrst we introduce the envisaged process language;
next, the corresponding denotational and axiomatic semantic domains deﬁned in [7] are brieﬂy presented and, ﬁnally, we
provide anoperational semantics equivalent to thedenotational and the axiomatic semantics. The last subsection is dedicated
to the proofs of the required equivalences.
2.1. The syntax of QS processes
Given a ﬁnite alphabet Act of actions, the signature for the QS model is deﬁned as follows, where Pne(Act) denotes the
nonempty subsets of Act.
Deﬁnition 1. The signature for the QS model is QS = 0QS ∪ 1QS ∪ 2QS , where
0QS ={abortU : U ∈ Pne(Act)} ∪ {stopU : U ∈ Pne(Act)},
1QS ={!a. : a ∈ Act} ∪ {a. : a ∈ Act} (active preﬁxing, passive preﬁxing),
2QS ={+, ‖} (choice, parallel composition).
Each 
j
QS , for j = 0, . . . , 2 is the set of the j-ary operation symbols. As usual, we write !a.p and a.p instead of !a.(p) and
a.(p), respectively. We also write the binary symbols using inﬁx notation. We assume that preﬁxing has priority over parallel
composition, that has priority over choice. Intuitively, for each alphabet U, the process terms abortU and stopU represent
two processes that perform no actions. The former indicates a deadlocked process, whereas the latter indicates an aborted
process. The process term !a.p denotes a process that ﬁrst must engage in a and then behaves like p, whereas a.p denotes a
process that ﬁrst may engage in a and then behaves like p. The process term p + q behaves like p or q, depending on whether
the ﬁrst action is one of p or one of q. If the ﬁrst action is common to p and q, p + q behaves like both p and q, otherwise
p + q behaves like either p or q. The process term p‖q denotes the combination of interleaving and synchronization of p and
q. They must synchronize on all actions in the intersection of their alphabets.
Let 
†
QS denotes QS\{‖}. Let (XU)U∈Pne(Act) be a collection of inﬁnite countable totally ordered sets (of process variables)
which are pairwise disjoint and disjoint from Act. We also let xU , yU , and zU range over XU , and x, y, and z range over X.
Deﬁnition 2. The set of recursive termsoverQS , denotedbyRecQS(X), is the least setwhich satisﬁes the following conditions:
1. if x ∈ X , then x ∈ RecQS(X);
2. if f ∈ kQS and t1, . . . , tk are in RecQS(X), then f (t1, . . . , tk) ∈ RecQS(X), with k = 0, 1, 2;
3. if x ∈ X and t ∈ RecQS(X), then μx.t ∈ RecQS(X).
A process termdeﬁned as in (1) or (2) is called (syntactically) ﬁnite. Let Rec
†
QS(X) denote the set of recursive terms over
†
QS .
To every term we assign an alphabet, that is the set of actions in which the corresponding process may engage, as follows.
Deﬁnition 3. The alphabet α : RecQS(X) → Pne(Act) is deﬁned inductively as follows:
1. α(abortU) = α(stopU) = α(xU) = U;
2. α(!a.p) = α(a.p) = {a} ∪ α(p);
3. α(p + q) = α(p‖q) = α(p) ∪ α(q);
4. α(μx.p) = α(x) ∪ α(p).
Given a recursive term p, the set of subterms of p and the set of free variables of p are given as follows.
Deﬁnition 4. For p ∈ RecQS(X), the set of subterms of p, denoted by SubQS(p), is deﬁned inductively as follows:
1. p is a subterm of p;
2. if p is !a.q or a.q, then every subterm of q is a subterm of p;
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3. if p is p1 + p2 or p1‖p2, then every subterm of p1 and every subterm of p2 is a subterm of p;
4. if p is μx.q, then every subterm of q is a subterm of p.
Deﬁnition 5. Let p be a term in RecQS(X). The set of free variables of p, denoted by φ(p), is deﬁned inductively as follows:
1. φ(x) = {x};
2. φ(abortU) = φ(stopU) = ∅;
3. φ(!a.q) = φ(a.q) = φ(q);
4. φ(q + r) = φ(q‖r) = φ(q) ∪ φ(r);
5. φ(μx.q) = φ(q)\{x}.
A variable x occurs free in a term p if x ∈ φ(p). Otherwise x occurs bound. We say that p ∈ RecQS(X) is closed if φ(p) = ∅.
Deﬁnition 6. A term p ∈ RecQS(X) is called guarded if in every recursive subterm μx.q of p, every free occurrence of x in q
occurs within a subterm of the form !a.r or a.r in q.
Deﬁnition 7. A term p is called passively guarded if in every recursive subterm μx.q of p, every free occurrence of x in q
occurs within a subterm of the form a.r in q.
Now we are able to introduce the language of processes with local liveness requirements.
Deﬁnition 8. The set of process termswith local liveness requirements, denoted by ProcQS(X), is the subset of RecQS(X), where
each term p satisﬁes the following conditions:
1. it is passively guarded;
2. every subterm !a.q or a.q of p satisﬁes a ∈ α(q);
3. every subterm q + r of p satisﬁes α(q) = α(r);
4. every subterm μx.q of p satisﬁes α(x) = α(q).
As a consequence of the last deﬁnition, and assuming that tick ∈ α(x), the terms μx.x and μx.!tick.x are not process terms
in ProcQS(X) because the former is not guarded and the latter, even though it is guarded, it is not passively guarded. The terms
μx.tick.x and μx.coin.!choc.x are process terms in ProcQS(X) because both are passively guarded.
Let fProcQS(X) and cProcQS(X) denote, respectively, the set of all syntactically ﬁnite process terms and the set of all closed
process terms. Let cfProcQS(X) denotes the set of all closed ﬁnite process terms. Let Proc
†
QS
(X) denotes the subset of ProcQS(X)
of process terms also in Rec
†
QS
(X) (whenever necessary we also use the preﬁx notation c and f ).
We are also interested in process terms in cProcQS(X) with some restrictions related to themenu of actions in which every
process subtermmay engage initially. The main reason is concerned with the operational semantics in subsection 2.4, more
precisely, in obtaining directly from process terms deterministic automata. We ﬁrst deﬁne the menu function, and then the
restricted set of process terms.
Deﬁnition 9. Let p be a term in cProcQS(X). Themenu of actions of p, denoted by ν(p), is deﬁned inductively as follows:
1. ν(abortU) = ν(stopU) = ∅;
2. ν(!a.q) = ν(a.q) = {a};
3. if ν(q) and ν(r) are deﬁned, then ν(q + r) = ν(q‖r) = ν(q) ∪ ν(r);
4. if ν(q) is deﬁned, then ν(μx.q) = ν(q).
Deﬁnition 10. The set of process terms denoted by cProc′QS(X), is the subset of cProcQS(X), where for each term p, every
subterm q + r of p satisﬁes ν(q) ∩ ν(r) = ∅.
Although the menu function is not deﬁned for all process terms it does not compromise the set of process terms that we
are interested (vide Deﬁnition 10) which applies only to closed process terms satisfying Deﬁnition 8.
2.2. The denotational semantics of QS processes
Weimpose analgebraic completepartial order1 for theprocess termsby choosing aQS-domain (see [24])A = 〈|A|,≤A,A〉,
where |A| is the carrier set (its elements are called A-processes) such that, for every alphabet U ∈ Pne(Act), there is a pair
〈|AU |,≤A〉, with |AU | ⊆ |A|, which is an algebraic complete partial order under ≤A, and A provides for each n-ary symbol
1 By a complete partial order (cpo) [31] we mean a partial order A = 〈|A|,≤A〉 with a least element ⊥A and such that every directed subset D of elements
of A has a least upper bound denoted by
⊔
A D. An element a ∈ A is compact or ﬁnite if whenever a ≤A
⊔
A D, with D a direct subset of A, there exists some
d ∈ D such that a ≤A d. A is an algebraic cpo if for every a ∈ A a =
⊔
A{d ≤A a : d is compact}.
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f of QS a n-ary continuous function fA within |A|. Moreover, we need a set ENV of environments consisting of mappings
ρ : X → A that respect alphabets, i.e., α(x) = U implies ρ(x) ∈ AU . Then the denotation of a term p, in a given environment ρ,
is taken to be A[[p]]ρ, where A[[]] is deﬁned as follows: (a) A[[x]]ρ = ρ(x), (b) A[[f (t1, . . . , tm)]]ρ = fA(A[[t1]]ρ, . . . ,A[[tm]]ρ), and
(c) A[[μx.p]]ρ = γ	p,ρ is the least ﬁxed point of λξ.A[[p]]ρ[ξ/x]), where ρ[ξ/x] is the modiﬁed environment that agrees with
ρ, except for the variable x whose value is ξ . As expected, with respect to such a model A, two process terms p and q are
said to be equal if they denote the same A-process, i.e., A[[p]]ρ = A[[q]]ρ, for every environment ρ. Moreover, p is said to be
more spontaneous then q, with respect to A, if A[[p]]ρ ≤A A[[q]]ρ, for every environment ρ. That is, ≤A partially orders the
A-processes according to their liveness. If, for every environment ρ, A[[p]]ρ ≤A A[[q]]ρ, then we write A p ≤ q.
An important aspect of the denotational semantics is given by the ﬁnite approximation theorem (see, e.g. [11]), which
states that the denotational semantics of a process term is the least upper bound of the denotational semantics of its ﬁnite
approximations. A ﬁnite approximation is given as follows:
Deﬁnition 11. Let p ∈ ProcQS(X) and n ≥ 0. The nth ﬁnite approximation of p, denoted by pn, is deﬁned inductively as follows:
1. p0 = abortα(p);
2. xn+1U = xU
3. f (t1, . . . , tk)
n+1 = f (tn+1
1
, . . . , tn+1
k
), with f ∈ kQS , for k = 0, 1, 2;
4. (μx.t)n+1 = tn+1[(μx.t)n/x]
Given p ∈ ProcQS(X), let App(p) = {pn : n ≥ 0}. Before present the denotational semantics, it is useful to recall the familiar
projection operation on traces, and also to deﬁne the weaving or shufﬂing operation of traces.
Deﬁnition 12. Let U ⊆ Act and s ∈ Act*. The projection of s on U, denoted by s ↓ U, is deﬁned inductively as follows:
1.  ↓ U = ;
2. s′a ↓ U = s′ ↓ U, a /∈ U;
3. s′a ↓ U = (s′ ↓ U)a, a ∈ U.
Deﬁnition 13. Let S and T be two sets of traces over U* and V*, respectively. The weaving (or shufﬂing) of S and T , denoted
by AU‖VB, is the set {s ∈ (U ∪ V)* : s ↓ U ∈ S and s ↓ V ∈ T}.
Let L ⊆ U* and a ∈ Act. From now on, we simply write a.L instead of {as : s ∈ L}. The envisaged QS – domain is easy
established.
Deﬁnition 14. The algebra of process terms with local liveness requirements isQS = 〈|QS|,≤QS,QS〉, where
• |QS| = {〈U, L〉 : U ∈ Pne(Act) and L ⊆ U*}
• 〈U, L〉 ≤QS 〈U ′, L′〉 iff U = U ′ and L ⊆ L′
• QS = {abortUQS, stopUQS : U ∈ Pne(Act)} ∪ {!a.QS, a.QS : a ∈ Act} ∪ {+QS, ‖QS}, where
abortU
QS
: → |QS| abortU
QS
= 〈U, ∅〉
stopU
QS
: → |QS| stopU
QS
= 〈U, {}〉
!a.QS : |QS| → |QS| !a.QS〈U, L〉 = 〈{a} ∪ U, a.L〉
a.QS : |QS| → |QS| a.QS〈U, L〉 = 〈{a} ∪ U, {} ∪ a.L〉
+QS : |QS| × |QS| → |QS| 〈U, L〉 +QS 〈U ′, L′〉 = 〈U ∪ U ′, L ∪ L′〉
‖QS : |QS| × |QS| → |QS| 〈U, L〉‖QS〈U ′, L′〉 = 〈U ∪ U ′, LU‖U′L′〉
Given a QS-process 〈U, L〉 we refer to U as α(〈U, L〉), i.e., the alphabet of 〈U, L〉, and to L as τ(〈U, L〉), i.e., the quiescent
traces of 〈U, L〉. The proof that 〈|QS|,≤QS,QS〉 is a QS-domain, where 〈|QS|,≤QS〉 is an algebraic cpo can be found in [7].
The following result may also be found in [7].
Proposition 15. TheQS – domain is ﬁnitary, i.e., every closed (sintactically) ﬁnite term is interpreted in |QS| as a ﬁnite element.
2.3. The axiomatic semantics of QS processes
We nowwant to give a syntactical characterization of the QS model through a suitable sound and complete inequational
inference system. But, ﬁrst, we need to recall a few concepts. As usual, an inequation with variables in X is of the form
p ≤ q, where p and q are terms in RecQS(X). Given a set In of inequations (said the proper axioms), we establish the smallest
set of inequations dc(In) containing In as well as {p ≤ p : p ∈ RecQS(X)} (reﬂexivity), and closed for transitivity, substitution,
instantiation, recursion, and ω-induction (a well known inﬁnitary axiom-scheme). This set is called the derivation-closure
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Table 1
Inference rules
Substitution
p1 ≤ p′1, . . . , pk ≤ p′k
f (p1, . . . , pk) ≤ f (p′1, . . . , p′k)
for every f ∈ kQS
Instantiation
p ≤ q
pρ ≤ qρ for every substitution ρ
Recursion
μx.p = p[μx.p/x]
ω-Induction
for every π ∈ Appr(p), π ≤ q
p ≤ q
of In and contains all the theorems we can derive from In. Thus, we write  p ≤ q iff p ≤ q ∈ dc(In). It is worthwhile to recall
the substitution, instantiation, recursion, and ω – induction rules (see Table 1).
Within this inequational inference system it is possible to use equations as abbreviations of the corresponding inequations
(in both directions). That is, p = q is an abbreviation of p ≤ q and q ≤ p.
The idea is to identify a set QS of proper axioms such that QS p ≤ q iff p ≤ q, for all terms p and q in cProcQS(X). It is
not difﬁcult to arrive at the proper axioms in Table 2, where we assume that a = b, whenever a and b appears in the same
axiom-scheme.
Several theorems can be derived from the proper axioms of Table 2, such as the distributivity of passive preﬁxing with
respect to choice and parallel composition. Moreover, parallel composition was also explained and reﬂects the expected
result that we cannot shufﬂe a passive action of one component between contiguous active actions of the other component
without activating it.
LetQS† denote the subset ofQS not containing the parallelism equations. It is easy to establish thatQS is reductive over
QS†.
Proposition 16. For every p ∈ cProcQS(X), there exists π ∈ cProc†QS(X) such that QS p = π.
Proof. Weuse induction on the structure of p for theﬁnite terms. Theproof for the recursive terms follows fromω – induction
rule (see [7]). 
2.4. The automata semantics of QS processes
This section introduces the automata semantics for theQSmodel to complete the trinity of semanticmodels, togetherwith
thedenotational and the axiomatic semantic domains already introduced in [7] andbrieﬂypresented in theprevious sections.
The automata semantics embodies the concepts of ﬁnal and non-ﬁnal states through the distinction between terms that
denote processes in a quiescent state (ﬁnal state) and terms that denote processes in a non-quiescent state (non-ﬁnal state).
There is an automaton for each term in p ∈ cProc′QS(X). The corresponding process (behaviour) is captured by the language
recognizedby theautomaton.Wealsodeﬁneapartial order relationbetween terms toprove full abstraction forp ∈ cProc′QS(X).
Theﬁnal resultpresented is the trinity in thesenseofHennessy, i.e., equivalencesamongthe threesemanticdomains (see [11]).
Recall that a (deterministic) ﬁnite automaton is deﬁned as a quintuple A = 〈Q , q0,, −→, F〉, where Q is the ﬁnite set of
states, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state,  is the alphabet, −→: Q ×  → Q is the transition function, and F ⊆ Q is the set of ﬁnal or
accepting states. Each element−→ (p, a) = q is usually represented by p a−→ q. The graphical representation of an automaton
is a labeled directed graph, where each node corresponds to a state – a term – and each arc corresponds to a transition. The
initial state is represented by an extra incoming arrow and each ﬁnal state is represented by a double circle. The relation
−→* is the reﬂexive and transitive closure of the relation −→. As usual, the behaviour of an automaton A = 〈Q , q0,,−→, F〉
is described by its language, denoted by L(A), and deﬁned by {s ∈ * : ∃q ∈ F (q0 s−→* q)}. Let Aut be the set of automata.
In order to formalize the automata semantics, ﬁrst we deﬁne inductively a ternary relation −→ using a collection of
inference rules in the SOS style for each operator , which means that each rule has the form premisses
conclusion
[side condition]. The
relation −→ will be useful to obtain the set of states for each automaton.
Deﬁnition 17. The transition relation −→⊆ cProc′QS(X) × Act × cProc′QS(X), is the least relation which satisﬁes the rules in
Table 3.
Intuitively, p
a−→ q holds if the process p engages in the action a and then behaves like the process q. For each alphabet U,
the process terms abortU and stopU have no rules, because the respective processes cannot engage in any action. The preﬁxing
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Table 2
QS Axiomatization
Structure
xU + xU = xU (S01)
xU + yU = yU + xU (S02)
xU + (yU + zU ) = (xU + yU ) + zU (S03)
xU + abortU = xU (S04)
!a.(xU + yU ) = !a.xU+!a.yU (S05)
Lattice
abortU ≤ xU (Lat)
Rollback
!a.abortU = abortU (Rol)
Liveness
!a.xU + stopU = a.xU (Liv)
Parallelism
xU‖xU = xU (P01)
xU‖yV = yV ‖xU (P02)
xU‖(yV ‖zW ) = (xU‖yV )‖zW (P03)
xU‖abortV = abortU∪V (P04)
stopU‖stopV = stopU∪V (P05)
xU‖(yV + zV ) = xU‖yV + xU‖zV (P06)
!a.xU‖stopV\{a} = !a.(xU‖stopV\{a}) (P07)
!a.xU∪{a}‖stopV∪{a} = abortU∪V (P08)
!a.xU\{b}‖!b.yV\{a} = !a.(xU\{b}‖!b.yV\{a})+!b.(!a.xU\{b}‖yV\{a}) (P09)
!a.xU∪{b}‖!b.yV\{a} = !a.(xU∪{b}‖!b.yV\{a}) (P10)
!a.xU∪{b}‖!b.yV∪{a} = abortU∪V∪{a,b} (P11)
!a.xU‖!a.yV = !a.(xU‖yV ) (P12)
operators contain one rule (R1) with no premisses for each type of preﬁxing. The rules for choice (R2) are standard. The rules
for the parallel operator (R3) are also standard, in the sense that there is a rule for the synchronization, whenever the ﬁrst
action for both processes is the same, and two symmetric rules for the interleaving, whenever the ﬁrst action of each process
is not in the alphabet of the other process. For recursion we have the standard unfolding rule (R4). It is easy to establish the
following lemma.
Lemma 18. For every p, q ∈ cProc′QS(X) and for every a ∈ Act, p a−→ q implies α(p) = α(q).
Proof. By induction on the structure of p
a−→ q and considering Deﬁnition 8. 
We deﬁne the computation relation as the reﬂexive and transitive closure of −→. Since we want that each state of an
automaton correspond to a process term, and that the states be classiﬁed as ﬁnal or non-ﬁnal,weneed to classify each process
term according to its quiescence, mapping passive process terms into ﬁnal states and active process terms into non-ﬁnal
states. Intuitively, an active preﬁxing term corresponds to a non-ﬁnal state, since the process must perform some action,
whereas a passive preﬁxing term corresponds to a ﬁnal state, since the process may not engage in any action. Accordingly to
this correspondence, we are going to deﬁne two sets of terms: the set of active terms, denoted by ©, and the set of passive
terms, denoted by . Obviously, for each alphabet U, the term abortU corresponds to a non-ﬁnal state and the term stopU
corresponds to a ﬁnal state. The choice corresponds to a ﬁnal state, whenever at least one of its terms also correspond to a
ﬁnal state. The parallel composition corresponds to a ﬁnal state, whenever both components also corresponds to ﬁnal states.
Formally, the set of process terms ProcQS(X) is partitioned into two subsets, © and, as follows.
Deﬁnition 19. The set of active terms © and the set of passive terms are deﬁned (simultaneously) as follows:
1. for all U ∈ Pne(Act), xU , stopU ∈ and xU , abortU ∈ ©;
2. a.p ∈ and !a.p ∈ ©;
3. p ∈ or q ∈ implies p + q ∈;
4. p ∈ © and q ∈ © implies p + q ∈ ©;
5. p ∈ and q ∈ implies p‖q ∈;
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Table 3
Transition rules for the relation −→
R1. Preﬁxing
(1)
!a.p a−→ p
(2)
a.p
a−→ p
R2. Choice
(1)
p
a−→ p′
p + q a−→ p′
(2)
q
a−→ q′
p + q a−→ q′
R3. Parallelism
(1)
p
a−→ p′ q a−→ q′
p‖q a−→ p′‖q′
(2)
p
a−→ p′
p‖q a−→ p′‖q
[a /∈ α(q)] (3) q
a−→ q′
p‖q a−→ p‖q′
[a /∈ α(p)]
R4. Recursion
p[μx.p/x] a−→ q
μx.p
a−→ q
6. p ∈ © or q ∈ © implies p‖q ∈ ©;
7. p ∈ implies μx.p ∈;
8. p ∈ © implies μx.p ∈ ©.
As a consequenceof the abovedeﬁnition, given the alphabetU = {a, b}, the term !a.b.stopU‖μxU .!a.b.xU is in©,whereas the
terms !a.b.stopU + b.stopU ,μxU .b.xU are in. Theproof of decidability for thepredicates “p ∈” or “p ∈ ©” is straightforward.
Now we are able to deﬁne the automata semantics for the terms in cProc′QS(X) as follows.
Deﬁnition 20. The automata semantics for process terms in cProc′QS(X) is a mapping
A[ ] : cProc′QS(X) → Aut
which assigns to every p ∈ cProc′QS(X) the automaton
A[p] = 〈Sp, p,α(p),−→↓ Sp, Fp〉,
where
Sp={q ∈ cProc′QS(X) : ∃s ∈ α(p)* (p s−→*q)},
−→↓ Sp={q a−→ q′ ∈−→: q, q′ ∈ Sp and a ∈ α(p)}
Fp=Sp ∩.
To construct the automaton for a given process term p, A[p], ﬁrst we need to obtain the set of states that corresponds to
the set of terms reachable by −→* from p. The initial state is p. The ﬁnal states are the set of states that correspond to passive
terms. The set of transitions is obtained by restricting the transition relation −→ to the set of states and to the alphabet of p.
We now introduce some examples. Let U = {coin, coffee, tea}.
Example 21. Consider the process termmachine2 given by
μxU .coin.(!coffee.xU + !tea.xU)
that denotes a simple vending-machinewhich repeatedly serves either a coffee or a tea after receiving a coin. The correspond-
ingautomaton isgiven inFig.1. Ithas twostates:0and1denoting, respectively,machine2 and !coffee.machine2 + !tea.machine2.
Notice that the choice between the active preﬁxing on coffee and tea actions means that one of them must occur, while the
passive preﬁxing on coin action, means that it may occur. The process can be represented by the language recognized by the
corresponding automaton, that is the language described by the regular expression (coin (coffee + tea))*.
Example 22. Consider the process term given by
customer = !coin.coffee.stopU ,
which denotes the behaviour of a customer in the presence of the vending-machine from Example 21. The customer wants
a coffee after inserting a coin. The corresponding automaton is given in Fig. 2. It has three states: customer, coffee.stopU and
stopU , denoted by 0, 1 and 2, respectively. Notice that the active preﬁxing on coin actionmeans that the customermust insert
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Fig. 1. Automaton associated tomachine2.
Fig. 2. Automaton associated to customer.
the coin, while the passive preﬁxing on coffee action, means that after inserting the coin it can deadlock when there is no
coffee. The language recognized by the automaton is {coin, coin coffee}.
Example 23. Consider now the interaction of processes denoted by the terms machine2 and customer. We assume that
the customer gets coffee after having inserted a coin, and the machine is ready to serve it. The corresponding automaton
is given in Fig. 3. It has three states 0, 1, and 2 denoting, respectively, the terms machine2‖customer, (!coffee.machine2+
!tea.machine2)‖coffee.stopU , andmachine2‖stopU . Since the customer only wants coffee and the processes must synchronize
in all actions, the tea action never occurs. Notice that 2 is the only ﬁnal state because it corresponds to a parallel composition
of passive terms.
Notice that the transition relation −→ is deterministic. The seeming nondeterminism that can be derived by the choice
rules (R2), never exists for process terms in cProc′QS(X). The respective restriction of process terms imposes that either one of
the choice rules may be applied in each computation step.
However, this restricted set of process terms does not compromise the liveness properties described by the model. It is
straightforward to prove that, for each term in cProcQS(X), there is a term in cProc
′
QS(X) equivalent to it, from the point of view
of denotational or axiomatic semantics. The proof is done by structural induction: whenever there is a choice p + q, such
that a ∈ ν(p) ∩ ν(q), we substitute p + q by
(i) p′ + !a.(p′′ + q′′) + q′ or
(ii) p′ + a.(p′′ + q′′) + q′
where p′ and q′ are, respectively, the residuals of p and q, and p′′ and q′′ are the sufﬁxes of a in p and q, respectively. Then we
apply the induction hypothesis to p′′ + q′′. We use (i) whenever both p′′ and q′′ are preﬁxed with !a., otherwise we use (ii).
In thiswaywe candeﬁne the operational semantics for cProcQS(X) in the sameway, allowing for non-determinism. But that
would be equivalent, because for each non-deterministic automatonwe could associate a canonical deterministic automaton
which recognizes exactly the same language corresponding to the process term in cProc′QS(X) equivalent to the given process
term in cProcQS(X).
Let |AutQS| = {A[p] : p ∈ cProc′QS(X)}. We now introduce some properties for the languages recognized by the automata in
|AutQS|. But ﬁrst, it is useful to state the following result:
Proposition 24. For every p ∈ cProc′QS(X), for every a ∈ Act, and for every s ∈ Act*,
p
as−→* q p a−→ r
r
s−→* q
.
Proof. Suppose that p
as−→* q. According to −→*, there exists r1, . . . , r|s|−1 ∈ cProc′QS(X), such that p a−→ r1, r1 s[1]−→ r2, . . . ,
r|s|−1
s[|s|]−→ q, where |s|denotes the length of s and s[i]denotes the ith symbol of s, with 1 ≤ i ≤ |s|. Since for everyp ∈ cProc′QS(X),
there is no distinct q, r ∈ cProc′QS(X) such that, p a−→ q and p a−→ r, r must be r1, and hence r s−→* q.
Fig. 3. Automaton associated tomachine2‖customer.
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As usual,  denotes the empty word. It is straightforward to see that for a given alphabet U, L(A[abortU ]) = ∅ and
L(A[stopU ]) = {}.
Proposition 25. For every p, q ∈ cProc′QS(X) and for every a ∈ α(p):
1. L(A[!a.p]) = a.L(A[p]);
2. L(A[a.p]) = a.L(A[p]) ∪ {};
3. L(A[p + q]) = L(A[p]) ∪ L(A[q]);
4. L(A[p‖q]) = L(A[p])α(p)‖α(q)L(A[q]).
Proof. See Appendix. 
We ﬁnish the subsection presenting a preorder relation over |AutQS|. The previous proposition is useful to prove that this
relation is a QS – preorder over |AutQS|.
Deﬁnition 26. ≤QS is the relationover |AutQS|whichsatisﬁes, for everyp, q ∈ cProc′QS(X) the followingconditions: (1)α(A[p]) =
α(A[q]) and (2) L(A[p]) ⊆ L(A[q]).
Proposition 27. ≤QS is a QS – preorder over |AutQS|.
Proof. The monotonicity of the operators are easily obtained from the Proposition 25. 
We writeQS p ≤ q, whenever A[p] ≤QS A[q]. We also writeQS p = q, wheneverQS p ≤ q andQS q ≤ p.
2.5. The trinity
We nowwant to prove that the three previous semantic domains (denotational, axiomatic, and automata) are equivalent.
The equivalence between the denotational and axiomatic semantic domains was already proved in [7] Here, we are going to
state the equivalence between the automata and denotational semantic domains, by deﬁning a semantics for the languages
recognized by the automata in |AutQS|. Thenwe get the trinity after proving the equivalence between this language semantics
and both the automata semantics and the denotational semantics.
The soundness of the proof system with respect to any interpretation in QS algebra which satisﬁes the appropriate
inference rules is easy established.
Proposition 28. For every p, q ∈ ProcQS(X), QS p ≤ q implies QS p ≤ q.
Proof. By induction on the length of derivation of theorem QS p ≤ q, after proving the soundness of the system dc(QS).
Associativity of choice allows us to omitmany brackets from termswithout ambiguity. For instance,wewrite p1 + · · · + pk
insteadof (· · · (p1 + p2) · · · + pk). Commutativity and idempotence allowus to introduce some furthernotational convenience.
If  = {p1, . . . , pk} is a ﬁnite set of terms with alphabet U, the metaterm +Up∈ denotes the term p1 + · · · + pk . If  is empty,
+Up∈ simply denotes the term abortU .
To prove the completeness of the inference systemwith respect to QS, restricted to ProcQS(X), as usual, ﬁrst, we prove that
the set of closed ﬁnite terms are reducible to normal forms. The suitable set of normal forms is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 29. The set of normal forms of alphabet U, denoted by NProcQSU (X), is inductively deﬁned as follows:
1. stopU is a normal form of alphabet U;
2. given C ⊆ U, C /= ∅, if for every a ∈ C, n(a) is a normal form of alphabet U, then +U
a∈Ca.n(a) and +Ua∈C !a.n(a) are normal
forms of alphabet U.
Proposition 30. For every p ∈ cfProc†QS(X), either QS p = abortα(p) or there exists a normal form n(p) such that QS p = n(p).
Proof. By induction on the structure of p. 
For the completeness proof, ﬁrst, we prove the completeness for the set of normal forms, and later to ﬁnite terms.
Proposition 31. Given the alphabet U, for every π1, π2 ∈ NProcQSU (X), QS π1 ≤ π2 implies fQS π1 ≤ π2.
Proof. By induction on the structure of π1 and π2. 
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It is straightforward the proof for ﬁnite terms:
Proposition 32. For every p, q ∈ cfProcQS(X), QS p ≤ q implies QS p ≤ q.
Proof. FromProposition 30, eitherQS p = abortU or there exists n(p) ∈ NProcQSU (X), such thatQS p = n(p) orQS q = abortU ,
or there exists n(q) ∈ NProcQSU (X), such that QS q = n(q). The proof follows from Propositions 28 and 31. 
Also straightforward is the completeness proof for the terms in cProcQS(X).
Proposition 33. For every p, q ∈ cProcQS(X), QS p ≤ q implies QS p ≤ q.
Proof. Suppose that QS p ≤ q. Let π ∈ App(p). It is easy to establish that QS π ≤ p. By Proposition 28, we have QS π ≤ p,
and by transitivity, QS π ≤ q. From ﬁnite approximation theorem [11], and by hypothesis, QS q0 ≤ π . It is possible to show
that, for every n ≥ 0, QS qn ≤ qn+1. By Proposition 28, we have QS q0 ≤ q1 ≤ q2 ≤ · · ·. Thus, we conclude that there exists
χ ∈ App(q), such that QS π ≤ χ . From Proposition 28 and by ω-induction, we conclude QS p ≤ q.
Proposition 34. For every p, q ∈ cProcQS(X), QS p ≤ q iff QS p ≤ q.
Proof. Follows from Propositions 28 and 33. 
The algebra of languages recognized by the automata in |AutQS| is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 35. The algebra of languages recognized by the automata in |AutQS|, denoted by LQS , is theQS algebra, where for
every 〈U, L〉 ∈ |LQS|, U is an automaton alphabet and L is the corresponding language.
It is easy to establish the corresponding language semantics for the automata in |AutQS| LQS[[−]] : ProcQS → (ENVLQS →
|LQS|).
As usual, we write LQS p ≤ q to denote LQS[[p]] ≤LQS LQS[[q]]. We also write LQS p = q instead of LQS p ≤ q and LQS q ≤ p.
It is straightforward to obtain the equivalence between the operational and the language semantics.
Proposition 36. For every p, q ∈ cProc′QS(X),
LQS p ≤ q iff QS p ≤ q.
Proof. It follows from the corresponding deﬁnitions of ≤LQS and ≤QS . 
Also straightforward is the equivalence proof between the operational and the denotational semantics.
Proposition 37. For every p, q ∈ cProc′QS(X),
QS p ≤ q iff QS p ≤ q.
Proof. It follows from the Proposition 36 and from the fact that LQS p ≤ q iff QS p ≤ q. 
From the previous Propositions 34 and 37 it is easy to obtain the trinity theorem.
Theorem 38. For every p, q ∈ cProc′QS(X), QS p ≤ q iff QS p ≤ q iffQS p ≤ q.
3. The QSbox model
In this section we extend the QuiescenceModel introduced in the previous section with an operator [–] denoting a global
liveness requirement. Theoperator [–] applied to aprocess term induces a transactional behaviouruntil the executionof some
determined action. The signature QS is enriched with this new global operator. The suitable denotational, axiomatic, and
operational semantic domains are obtained through the introduction of new sets of traces, new axioms, and new transition
rules, respectively. The ﬁnal result is a trinity of equivalent semantics for the language in the sense of Hennessy. We also
provide a conservative extension result for the previous axiomatic semantics. In this context, by being conservative, we
mean that we cannot prove any other theorem about liveness in QSbox model which is not already provable in the QS model.
The section is organized as the previous, that is, we ﬁrst present the syntax of the process language and later the suitable
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denotational, axiomatic, and automata semantics. It also ends with the equivalences among the the three semantic domains.
Since the QS model is reductive over the restriction that excludes parallelism (see Proposition 16), we will not consider the
parallelism in the new QSbox model.
3.1. The syntax of QSbox processes
Given a ﬁnite alphabet Act of actions, we introduce the signature for theQSbox model, denoted byQSbox , as
†
QS (Deﬁnition
1) enrichedwith the set {[a] : a ∈ Act}. Intuitively, givenaprocess termpandanactiona, [a]pdenotes a transactional behaviour
of p until the execution of a. We assume that this new operator binds stronger than the others.
The set of recursive terms over QSbox, denoted by RecQSbox (X), is deﬁned as in the previous section for the signature QS
(see Deﬁnition 2).We deﬁne subtermsmutatis mutandis as we did before (see Deﬁnition 4). Similarly, Deﬁnitions 3 and 5 can
be extended by deﬁning, respectively, α([a]p) = {a} ∪ α(p) and φ([a]p) = φ(p). The language of processes with global liveness
requirements is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 39. The set of processes terms with global liveness requirements, denoted by ProcQSbox (X), is the subset of
RecQSbox (X), where each term p satisﬁes the following conditions:
1. is guarded;
2. every subterm !a.q, a.q or [a]p of p satisﬁes a ∈ α(q);
3. every subterm q + r of p satisﬁes α(q) = α(r);
4. every subterm μx.q of p satisﬁes α(x) = α(q).
Notice that, as a consequence of the last deﬁnition, the (non-passively) guarded terms μx.!tick.x and [tick]μx.!tick.x are in
ProcQSbox (X), assuming that tick ∈ α(x), whereas the term [tick]μx.x is not in ProcQSbox (X), because it is not guarded.
Let Proc
‡
QSbox
(X) denotes the subset of process terms in ProcQSbox (X) and also in Rec
†
QS(X). As usual, whenever necessary we
also use the preﬁx notation c and f. As we did in the previous section, we also deﬁne a subset of process terms in cProcQSbox (X),
denoted by, cProc′QSbox (X) (see Deﬁnition 10).
3.2. The denotational semantics of QSbox processes
We are going to deﬁne a denotational trace semantics for the QSbox model as an extension of the corresponding denota-
tional semantics for the QS model adapted to the terms in ProcQSbox (X). We add a suitable interpretation for the new global
liveness operator based on the forthcoming deﬁnition. We still continue having an algebraic cpo for the processes.
Deﬁnition 40. Let U be an alphabet, L ⊆ U* and a ∈ U. The set of words of L containing at least one occurrence of a, denoted
by L[a], is {s ∈ L : ∃s′, s′′ ∈ U* (s = s′as′′)}.
It is easy to establish the following properties for the previous set operator.
Proposition 41. Let U and V be alphabets, L and L′ subsets of U*, T a subset of V*, and a, b ∈ U ∪ V , such that a = b. We have
that:
1. ∅[a] = ∅;
2. {a}[a] = {a}; {b}[a] = ∅;
3. (a.L)[a] = a.L;
4. (b.L)[a] = b.L[a];
5. (L ∪ L′)[a] = L[a] ∪ L′[a].
Proof. See Appendix. 
The envisaged QSbox – domain is established as follows.
Deﬁnition 42. The algebra of process terms with global liveness requirements is the triple
QSbox = 〈|QSbox|,≤QSbox ,QSbox 〉,
where
• |QSbox| = {〈U, L〉 : U ∈ Pne(Act) and L ⊆ U*}
• 〈U, L〉 ≤QSbox 〈U ′, L′〉 iff U = U ′ and L ⊆ L′
• QSbox = {abortUQSbox , stopUQSbox : U ∈ Pne(Act)} ∪ {!a.QSbox , a.QSbox , [a]QSbox : a ∈ Act} ∪ {+QSbox }, where
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Table 4
QSbox Axiomatization – Global liveness
proper axioms
[a]abortU = abortU (GL01)
[a]stopU = abortU (GL02)
[a]!a.xU = !a.xU (GL03)
[a]!b.xU = !b.[a]xU (GL04)
[a](xU + yU ) = [a]xU + [a]yU (GL05)
abortUQSbox
: → |QS| abortUQSbox = 〈U, ∅〉
stopUQSbox
: → |QSbox| stopUQSbox = 〈U, {}〉!a.QSbox : |QSbox| → |QSbox| !a.QSbox 〈U, L〉 = 〈{a} ∪ U, a.L〉
a.QSbox : |QSbox| → |QSbox| a.QSbox 〈U, L〉 = 〈{a} ∪ U, {} ∪ a.L〉[a]QSbox : |QSbox| → |QSbox| [a]QSbox 〈U, L〉 = 〈{a} ∪ U, L[a]〉
+QSbox : |QSbox|2 → |QSbox| 〈U, L〉 +QSbox 〈U ′, L′〉 = 〈U ∪ U ′, L ∪ L′〉
It is straightforward to prove that 〈|QSbox|,≤QSbox ,QSbox〉 is a QSbox -domain, with 〈|QSbox|,≤QSbox 〉 an algebraic cpo.
Example 43. Consider the process term [coffee]machine2, where machine2 is in Example 21, which denotes the recursive
behaviour of a vending-machine that is able to serve a coffee or a tea after receiving a coin and also guarantees that at least
one coffee is served.
QSbox[[[coffee]machine2]] =QSbox [coffee]QSboxQSbox[[machine2]]
=QSbox [coffee]QS box 〈U, {coin coffee, coin tea}*〉
=QSbox 〈U, ({coin coffee, coin tea}*)[coffee]〉
=QSbox 〈U, {coin coffee}+〉
Example 44. Consider now the process termmachine3 given by
μxU .[coffee]coin.(!coffee.xU+!tea.xU),
which denotes a vending-machine (a variant of process denoted bymachine2) that is recursively compelled to provide coffee
after receiving a coin. TheQSbox semantics of p is given by the least ﬁxed point of the equation ξ = QSbox[[machine3]][ξ/xU ].
Accordingly to the ﬁnite approximating theorem (see [11]) and because all ﬁnite approximations of machine3 are equivalent
to abortU , we conclude thatQSbox[[machine3]] =QSbox 〈U, ∅〉.
The process, recursively, after coffee or tea is eager to execute coffee but it needs to execute coin ﬁrst. Notice that the
process never reaches a quiescent state. Since in this model traces must be ﬁnite, so it is not possible to get the desired
semantics formachine3. Therefore, the suitable set of quiescent tracesmust be empty. In a different paper [10] we extend the
results for inﬁnite commitments, deﬁning process denotational semantics with sets of possible inﬁnite sequences, as in [4].
3.3. The axiomatic semantics of QSbox processes
We now give a syntactical characterization of the QSbox model through a suitable sound and complete inequational
inference system. We use the inference system of QS model adapted to the terms in ProcQSbox (X), adding a new set of proper
axioms suitable to global liveness and removing the parallelism proper axioms. The proper axioms for the global liveness
are in Table 4, where as usual we assume that a = b, whenever a and b appear in the same axiom-scheme.
Several theorems can be derived from these proper axioms, such as QSbox [a]a.xU = !a.xU or QSbox [a]b.xU = !b.[a]xU .
It is also possible derive from dc(QSbox) other theorems such as QSbox [a][a]xU = [a]xU or QSbox [a][b]xU = [b][a]xU , where
xU ∈ cProcQSbox (X). With these theorems we can reduce the successive [-] – actions of the same action.
Example 45. Let us consider the process termmachine3 from Example 44.
QSbox machine3 = [coffee]coin.(!coffee.machine3+!tea.machine3)= !coin.[coffee](!coffee.machine3+!tea.machine3)
= !coin.!coffee.machine3+!coin.!tea.[coffee]machine3)
Since all ﬁnite approximations of are abortU , by ω-induction it follows:
QSbox machine3 = abortU .
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Let QS‡
box
denote the subset of QSbox not containing the global activity proper axioms. It is easy to establish that QSbox
is reductive over QS‡
box
.
Proposition 46. For every p ∈ cProcQSbox (X), there exists π ∈ cProc
‡
QSbox
(X) such that QSbox p = π.
Proof. See Appendix. 
From the previous proposition it is also proved that QSbox is a conservative extension of QS†.
Proposition 47. (1) For every p ∈ ProcQSbox (X), there exists q ∈ ProcQS(X), such that QSbox p = q. (2) For every p, q ∈ ProcQSX),QSbox p = q implies QS p = q.
3.4. The automata semantics of QSbox processes
Wenowwant to give an automata semantics for theQSmodel to complete Hennessy’s trinity togetherwith the denotational
and axiomatic semantics already presented in the two previous subsections. As expected, we are going to adapt the QS
automata semantics for process terms in cProc′QSbox (X). For the transition relation, we need two more rules for the new
operator (see Table 5). The set of active terms© and the set of passive terms are deﬁned as we did before for the QSmodel
(see Deﬁnition 19). Just a new case is added to the deﬁnition relative to the global liveness, [a]p ∈ ©.
However, when we tried to deﬁne the automata semantics to a process term in cProc′QSbox (X) non passively guarded, such
as machine3 from Example 44, we found a new aspect that did not happen in the QS model. Every time we use Rule R5-(2),
a new process term preﬁxed with the new global operator is derived. When we have a recursive process, the rule can be
used inﬁnitely often, and it is possible to derive inﬁnite terms. Thus, it is possible to obtain inﬁnite sets of terms, i.e., inﬁnite
sets of states for automata. To continue having ﬁnite automata, as for the QS model, we decided, ﬁrst, to group the terms in
congruence classes according to the following relation.
Deﬁnition 48. The (congruence) relation in cProc′QSbox (X), denoted by ≡, is the least congruence−QSbox relation induced by
the following equations, for every a, b ∈ Act and p ∈ cProc′QSbox (X): (1) [a]p = [a][a]p and (2) [a][b]p = [b][a]p.
We denote each equivalence class either by its irreducible representative or by one permutation. From now on, in the
context of this semantic domain, a term represents a class of equivalent terms, corresponding to a state of an automaton.
The relation ≡ is of ﬁnite index, and thus, every automaton is ﬁnite, i.e., it has a ﬁnite set of states. The transition rela-
tion −→
box
is deﬁned as follows, where as usual, we assume that a = b, whenever a and b appear in the same inference
rule.
Deﬁnition 49. The transition relation−→
box
⊆ (cProc′QSbox (X)/≡) × Act × (cProc′QSbox (X))/≡, is the least relationwhich satisﬁes
the rules in Table 3, adapted to the process terms in cProc′QSbox (X) and also the rules in Table 5.
Now we are able to deﬁne the automata semantics for the terms in Proc′QSbox (X) as follows.
Deﬁnition 50. The automata semantics for process terms in cProc′QSbox(X) is a mapping
A
box
[−] : (cProc′QSbox (X)/≡) → Aut
which assigns to every p ∈ cProc′QSbox (X) the automaton
A
box
[p] = 〈Sp, p,α(p),−→
box
↓ Sp, Fp〉,
Table 5
Global liveness transition rules for the −→ relation
R5. Global liveness
(1)
p
a−→
box
q
[a]p a−→
box
q
(2)
p
b−→
box
q
[a]p b−→
box
[a]q
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Fig. 4. Automaton associated to [coffee]machine2.
Fig. 5. Automaton associated tomachine3.
where
Sp = {q ∈ cProc′QSbox (X) : ∃s ∈ α(p)* (p
s−→*
box
q)}/≡
−→
box
↓ Sp = {q a−→box q′ ∈−→box : q, q
′ ∈ Sp and a ∈ α(p)}
Fp = ({q ∈ cProc′QSbox (X) : ∃s ∈ α(p)* (p
s−→*
box
q)} ∩)/≡
Let |AutQSbox | = {A[p] : p ∈ cProc′QSbox (X)}. The properties for the languages recognized by the automata in |AutQS| are easily
adapted to the automata in |AutQSbox | (see Proposition 25). It is worthwhile to present the property concerning the global
operator.
Proposition 51. For every p ∈ cProc′QSbox (X) and for every a ∈ α(p), L(A[[a]p]) = (L(A[p]))[a].
Proof. See Appendix. 
We deﬁne the relation ≤QSbox over |AutQSbox| as we did for the automata in |AutQS|.
Deﬁnition 52. ≤QSbox is the relation over |AutQSbox| which satisﬁes, for every p, q ∈ cProc′QSbox (X) the following conditions: (1)
α(A[p]) = α(A[q]) and (2) L(A[p]) ⊆ L(A[q]).
Proposition 53. ≤QSbox is a QSbox -preorder over |AutQSbox |.
Proof. Since the global operator is monotonic, the proof is straightforward. 
We writeQSboxp ≤ q, whenever A[p] ≤QSbox A[q]. We also writeQSboxp = q, wheneverQSbox p ≤ q andQSbox q ≤ p.
Example 54. Consider theprocess term [coffee]machine2 fromExample 43. The associated automaton is given in Fig. 4,where
0, 1, 2 and 3 denote, respectively, [coffee]machine2, [coffee](!coffee.machine2 + !tea.machine2) ,machine2 and !coffee.machine2.
To guarantee that the machine serves at least a coffee after receiving a coin, we need twomore states then for the automaton
associated to the process termmachine2. Thus the automaton has plus non-ﬁnal states until to be guaranteed that the coffee
is performed. The corresponding recognized language is the regular language (coin tea)* coin coffee(coin coffee + coin tea))*.
Example 55. Consider nowmachine3 from Example 44. The associated automaton is given in Fig. 5, where 0, 1 and 2 denote
respectively,machine3, [coffee](!coffee.machine3 + !tea.machine3) and [coffee]machine3. The recognized language is ∅.
3.5. The trinity
We now want to prove the equivalences among the denotational, axiomatic, and automata semantic domains presented
in the last three sections. First, we prove the equivalence between the denotational and the axiomatic domains based on the
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corresponding equivalence proof for the QS model (see [7]). Then, we prove the equivalence between the denotational and
the automata semantics.
The soundness of the proof system with respect to any interpretation inQSbox algebra which satisﬁes the appropriate
inference rules is established as for QS model.
Proposition 56. For every p, q ∈ ProcQSbox (X), QSbox p ≤ q implies QSbox p ≤ q.
Proof. By induction on the length of derivation of theoremQSbox p ≤ q, after proving the soundness of the system dc(QSbox).
Proposition 41 is used to prove the soundness of the global liveness proper axioms. 
Completeness is obtained as we did in the previous section for the QS model (see Proposition 33).
Proposition 57. For every p, q ∈ cProcQSbox (X), QSbox p ≤ q implies QSbox p ≤ q.
The equivalence of these semantic domains is straightforward.
Proposition 58. For every p, q ∈ cProcQSbox (X), QSbox p ≤ q iff QSbox p ≤ q.
Proof. Follows from Propositions 56 and 57. 
The equivalence between the operational and denotational semantics is also obtained as we did in the previous section
for the QS model (see Proposition 37).
Proposition 59. For every p, q ∈ cProc′QSbox (X),
QSbox p ≤ q iff QSbox p ≤ q.
Thus, we conclude the trinity for the QSbox model.
Theorem 60. For every p, q ∈ cProc′QSbox (X),
QSbox p ≤ q iff QSbox p ≤ q iff QSbox p ≤ q.
4. Conclusions and further work
Weprovided an automata semantics for the language of passively guarded terms presented for the QSmodel [7]. For each
process, there is a ﬁnite automaton that embodies the concepts of ﬁnal and non-ﬁnal states through the distinction between
terms that denote processes in a quiescent (ﬁnal) state and terms that denote processes in a non-quiescent (non-ﬁnal) state.
A process is captured by the language recognized by the respective automaton. A partial order relation between processes
is deﬁned in order to prove full abstraction. Thus, we completed Hennessy’s trinity with an operational semantics, together
with the denotational and the axiomatic semantics already deﬁned in [7].
We also extended the QSmodelwith the newoperator [–] denoting a global liveness requirement such that, when applied
to a process p, it induces a transactional behaviour until the execution of some speciﬁed action. We deﬁned the suitable
denotational axiomatic, andautomata semanticdomains. Theﬁnal result is another trinityof equivalent semantics forprocess
terms. We also proved that this model in the axiomatic domain is a conservative extension of the axiomatic domain for the
QS model. As a consequence, we conclude that the denotational and automata semantics were also conservative extensions
of the corresponding domains for the QS model restricted to the terms syntactically written without the parallel operator.
The QS model needs to be reformulated to capture inﬁnite liveness requirements. Some difﬁculties do arise when we
try to capture within the proposed models, with inﬁnite liveness requirements, such as the clock process described by the
term clock = μx{tick}.!tick.x{tick}, that has the recursive commitment of ticking. For example, for the clock process, there is no
trace in {tick}* after which the clock is in a quiescent state. In fact, the QS model imposes that the set of recursive process
terms is a set of passively guarded recursive process terms such that the behaviour of each process is captured by a (ﬁnite
or inﬁnite) set of ﬁnite traces. Thus, it is not possible to obtain the suitable semantics for non-passively guarded process
terms with these tools through that sets of ﬁnite traces. Actually the clock process must perform a transaction that could
not be committed, meaning that the corresponding set of quiescent traces is empty. To capture inﬁnite commitments in the
denotational domain we need to consider inﬁnite sequences such that, the behaviour of the clock process performs {tick}ω .
We are now aware of a suitable operational semantics based on Büchi automata (see, e.g., [32]) in order to have, as in the
previous models, non-ﬁnal states denoting the active process terms and ﬁnal states denoting the passive process terms. The
main goal is to construct three equivalent semantic domains (operational, axiomatic, and denotational) for a new language
of process terms that captures inﬁnite behaviours.
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The idea of extending the process signature with a new global operator inspired in the Temporal Logic operator ♦, can
be the starting point in establishing a bridge from Temporal Logic to a Process Algebra. New liveness properties inspired in
temporal operators can then be added to the QSmodel or to the reformulated QSmodel with inﬁnite liveness requirements.
New global operators, such as [a*], for a given action a, inducing inﬁnite transactional behaviour of performing a inﬁnitely
often, can be added to the process signature.
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Appendix (Proofs)
Proof (Proposition 25).
1. Given p ∈ cProc′QS(X), such that A[p] = 〈Sp, p,α(p),−→↓ Sp, Fp〉, we have that
A[!a.p] = 〈S!a.p, !a.p,α(!a.p),−→↓ S!a.p, F!a.p〉,
where:
S!a.p = {!a.p} ∪ Sp
α(!a.p) = α(p)
−→↓ S!a.p = {!a.p a−→ p} ∪ −→↓ Sp
F!a.p = Fp = Sp ∩
Suppose that s ∈ L(A[!a.p]), i.e., there exists t ∈ F!a.p, such that !a.p s−→* t. Since !a.p ∈ ©, s can not be . It follows
by R1–(1) that s is as′, with s′ ∈ α(p)*. So, !a.p a−→ p and we conclude p s′−→* t. Therefore, s′ ∈ L(A[p]) and hence,
s ∈ a.L(A[p]).
Conversely, suppose that s is as′, with s′ ∈ L(A[p]). There exists t ∈ Fp, such that p s
′−→* t. Since Fp = F!a.p we conclude
by R1–(1) and the transitivity closure of −→ that !a.p as′−→* t, i.e., s ∈ L(A[!a.p]).
2. Given p ∈ cProc′QS(X), such that A[p] = 〈Sp, p,α(p),−→↓ Sp, Fp〉, we have that
A[a.p] = 〈Sa.p, a.p,α(a.p),−→↓ Sa.p, Fa.p〉,
where:
Sa.p = {a.p} ∪ Sp
α(a.p) = α(p)
−→↓ Sa.p = {a.p a−→ p} ∪ Sp
Fa.p = {a.p} ∪ Fp
Suppose that s ∈ L(A[a.p]), i.e., there exists t ∈ Fa.p, such that a.p s−→ t. If t is a.p, s is , otherwise, s is as′, with s′ ∈ α(p)*.
Therefore, by R1–(2), a.p
a−→ p, and assuming that a.p s−→ t, we conclude that p s′−→ t. Thus, s′ ∈ L(A[p]) and hence,
s ∈ a.L(A[p]).
Conversely, suppose that s ∈ a.L(A[p]) ∪ {}. If s is , then a.p −→ a.p. Since a.p ∈ Fa.p, we conclude that  ∈ L(A[a.p]).
If s is as′, with s′ ∈ L(A[p]), then there exists t ∈ Fp, such that p s
′−→ t. Therefore, a.p as′−→ t, with t ∈ Fa.p, and hence,
s ∈ L(A[a.p]).
3. Given p, q ∈ cProc′QS(X), such that A[p] = 〈Sp, p,α(p),−→↓ Sp, Fp〉 and A[q] = 〈Sq, q,α(q),−→↓ Sq, Fq〉, we have that
A[p + q] = 〈Sp+q, p + q,α(p + q),−→↓ Sp+q, Fp+q〉
where
Sp+q = {p + q} ∪ Sp\{p} ∪ Sq\{q}
α(p + q) = α(p) = α(q)
−→↓ Sp+q = {p + q a−→ p′ : p a−→ p′ ∈−→↓ Sp}∪
{p + q a−→ q′ : p a−→ q′ ∈−→↓ Sq}∪
−→↓ Sp\{p a−→ p′ : a ∈ ν(p)}∪
−→↓ Sq\{q a−→ q′ : a ∈ ν(q)}
Fp+q = ({p + q} ∩) ∪ Fp\{p} ∪ Fq\{q}
Suppose that s ∈ L(A[p + q]), i.e., there exists t ∈ Fp+q, such that p + q s−→ t. The proof is done by induction on the
length of s. If s is , then t is p + q, and thus, p ∈ or q ∈. Therefore, p −→ p or q −→ q, i.e.,  ∈ L(A[p]) ∪ L(A[q]). If
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s is as′, then p + q a−→ r, assuming that there is r ∈ Sp+q, such that either p a−→ r or q a−→ r. For both situations, when
we apply the rule of Proposition 24, we conclude that r
s′−→ t. Therefore, either p as′−→ t or q as′−→ t. Thus, s ∈ L(A[p]) or
s ∈ L(A[q]).
Conversely, suppose that s ∈ L(A[p]) ∪ L(A[q]). The proof is also done by induction on the length of s. We have that
either s ∈ L(A[p]) or s ∈ L(A[q]). We are just going to prove the ﬁrst case, s ∈ L(A[p]). The proof for s ∈ L(A[q]) is similar.
If s is , since p ∈ Fp then we conclude p + q ∈ Fp+q, i.e., p + q −→ p + q. Hence,  ∈ L(A[p + q]).
If s is as′, then there exists t ∈ Fp, such that p as
′−→ t. Assuming that p a−→ p′ we conclude that p + q a−→ p′, and
consequently, p + q as′−→ t. Thus, s ∈ L(A[p + q]).
4. Given p, q ∈ cProc′QS(X), such that A[p] = 〈Sp, p,α(p),−→↓ Sp, Sp ∩〉 and A[q] = 〈Sq, q,α(q),−→↓ Sq, Sq ∩〉, we have
that
A[p‖q] = 〈Sp‖q, p‖q,α(p‖q),−→↓ Sp‖q, Sp‖q ∩〉,
where:
Sp‖q ⊆ {p′‖q′ : p′ ∈ Sp, q′ ∈ Sq}
α(p‖q) = α(p) ∪ α(q)
−→↓ Sp‖q = {p′‖q′ a−→ p′′‖q′′ : p′ a−→ p′′ ∈−→↓ Sp, q′ a−→ q′′ ∈−→↓ Sq}∪
∪ {p′‖q′ a−→ p′′‖q′ : p′ a−→ p′ ∈−→↓ Sp, q′ a−→ q′′ /∈−→↓ Sq}∪
∪ {p′‖q′ a−→ p′‖q′′ : p′ a−→ p′′ /∈−→↓ Sp, q′ a−→ q′′ ∈−→↓ Sq}
Fp‖q ⊆ {p′‖q′ : p′ ∈ Fp, q′ ∈ Fq}
Suppose that s ∈ L(A[p‖q]), i.e., there exists t ∈ Sp‖q ∩, such that p‖q s−→ t. The proof is done by induction on the
length of s. If s is , t must be p‖q and, therefore, both p ∈ and q ∈. Thus, p −→ p and q −→ q, i.e.,  ∈ L(A[p]) ∩
L(A[q]). Hence,  ∈ L(A[p])α(p)‖α(q)L(A[q]).
If s is as′, we have p‖q a−→ r, where r can be: (i) p′‖q′, assuming that p a−→ p′ and q a−→ q′; (ii) p′‖q, assuming that
p
a−→ p′ and a /∈ α(q); (iii)p‖q′, assuming that q a−→ q′ and a /∈ α(p).We are just going to prove (i). The remainder proofs
are similar. Since p‖q a−→ p′‖q′, we conclude that there exists tp‖tq, such that p′‖q′ s
′−→ tp‖tq. Therefore, s′ ∈ L(A[p′‖q′]).
By induction, s′ ∈ L(A[p′])α(p′)‖α(q′)L(A[q′]), and thus, there exists t′p ∈ and t′q ∈, such that p′
s′↓α(p′)−→ t′p and q′
s′↓α(q′)−→
t′q. By applying the rule of Proposition 24, we have p
(as′)↓α(p′)−→ t′p and q
(as′)↓α(q′)−→ t′q. Therefore, since α(p) = α(p′) and
α(q) = α(q′), we conclude that s ↓ α(p) ∈ L(A[p]) and s ↓ α(q) ∈ L(A[q]).
Conversely, suppose that s ∈ L(A[p])α(p)‖α(q)L(A[q]). The proof is done by induction on the length of s. There are three
distinct situations: (a) a ∈ L(A[p]) ∩ L(A[q]); (b) a ∈ L(A[p])\L(A[q]), and (c) a ∈ L(A[q])\L(A[q]). We are just going
to prove (a). The remainder proofs are similar. If s is , then  ∈ L(A[p]) and  ∈ L(A[q]). Thus, p −→ p and q −→ q,
with p, q ∈. Hence, p‖q ∈ and, consequently,  ∈ L(A[p‖q]). If s is as′, then (as′) ↓ α(p) ∈ L(A[p]) and (as′) ↓ α(q) ∈
L(A[q]), i.e., there exists tp ∈ Fp and tq ∈ Fq, such that p (as
′)↓α(p′)−→ tp and q as
′↓α(q)−→ tq. Assuming now that p a−→ p′ and
q
a−→ q′, we conclude that p′ s
′↓α(p)−→ tp and q′ s
′↓α(q)−→ tq, i.e., s′ ∈ L(A[p′]α(p)‖α(q)L(A[q′]). By induction, s′ ∈ L(A[p′‖q′]), i.e.,
there exists t′p, t′q ∈, such that p′‖q′ s
′−→ t′p‖t′q, and applying the rule of Proposition 24, we conclude p‖q as
′−→ t′p‖t′q.
Hence, s ∈ L(A[p‖q]). 
Proof (Proposition 41). Given the alphabet U, such that a ∈ U, we have that
(a) ∅[a] = {s ∈ ∅ : ∃s′, s′′ ∈ U* s = s′ a s′′} = ∅
(b) {a}[a] = {s ∈ {a} : ∃s′, s′′ ∈ U* s = s′ a s′′} = {a}, where both s′ and s′′ are .
(c) Given b ∈ U, such that a and b do not coincide, we have that
{b}[a] = {s ∈ {b} : ∃s′, s′′ ∈ U* s = s′ a s′′} = ∅
(d) The proof that (a.L)[a] ⊆ a.L is trivial. Suppose that s ∈ a.L, i.e., s is a s′′, with s′′ ∈ L. Considering that s′ is , we conclude
that there exists s′, s′′ ∈ U*, such that s is s′ a s′′.
(e) Suppose that s ∈ (b.L)[a], i.e., there exists s′, s′′ ∈ U*, such that s is b s′ a s′′ and s′ a s′′ ∈ L. Since s′ a s′′ ∈ L[a], we also have
that s ∈ b.L[a]. Conversely, suppose that s ∈ b.L[a], i.e., s is b t, with t ∈ L[a]. There exists s′, s′′ ∈ U*, such that t is s′ a s′′,
and since t ∈ L, we conclude s ∈ (b.L)[a].
(f) Given L, L′ ⊆ U*, we have that
(L ∪ L′)[a] = {s ∈ L ∪ L′ : ∃s′, s′′ ∈ U* s = s′ a s′′}
= {s ∈ L : ∃s′, s′′ ∈ U* s = s′as′′} ∪ {s ∈ L′ : ∃s′, s′′ ∈ U* s = s′a s′′}
= L[a] ∪ L′[a][−1pc]
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(g) Suppose that L ⊆ T and s ∈ L[a]. There exists s′, s′′ ∈ U*, such that s is s′ a s′′. Since s ∈ L ⊆ T , we conclude that
s ∈ T[a]. 
Proof (Proposition 46). We use induction on the structure of p for the ﬁnite terms. We are just going to prove the case where
p is [a]p′. The remainder proofs are similar to the proofs for the QS model. Assuming, by induction, that there exists π ′ ∈
cfProc
‡
QSbox
(X), such that QSbox p′ = π ′, we have that QSbox [a]p′ = [a]π ′. The proof follows now by induction on the structure
of π ′, where we assume that a and b do not coincide. Let U = (π ′).
1. If π ′ is abortU ,
QSbox [a]abortU = abortU (GL01)
where abortU is a term in cfProc
‡
QSbox
(X).
2. If π ′ is stopU ,
QSbox [a]stopU = abortU (GL02)
where abortU is a term in cfProc
‡
QSbox
(X).
3. If π ′ is !a.π ′′,
QSbox [a]!a.π ′′ = !a.π ′′ (GL03)
where !a.π ′′ is a term in cfProc‡QSbox (X).
4. If π ′ is !b.π ′′, assuming by induction, that there exists χ ∈ cfProc‡QSbox (X), such that QSbox [a]π ′′ = χ ,
QSbox [a]!b.π ′′ = !b.[a]π ′′ (GL04)= !b.χ (induction)
where !b.χ is a term in cfProc‡QSbox (X).
5. If π ′ is a.π ′′,
QSbox [a]a.π ′′ = [a](!a.π ′′ + stopα(π ′′)) (Liv)= [a]!a.π ′′ + [a]stopα(π ′′) (GL05)
= [a]!a.π ′′ + abortα(π ′′) (GL03,GL01)
= !a.π ′′ (S04)
where !a.π ′′ is a term in cfProc‡QSbox (X).
6. If π ′ is b.π ′′, assuming by induction that there exists χ ∈ cfProc‡QSbox (X), such that QSbox [a]π ′′ = χ ,
QSbox [a]b.π ′′ = [a](!b.π ′′ + stopα(π ′′)) (Liv)= [a]!b.π ′′ + [a]stopα(π ′′) (GL05)
= !b[a].π ′′ + abortα(π ′′) (GL04,GL01)
= !b[a]π ′′ (S04)
= !b.χ (induction)
where !b.χ is a term in cfProc‡QSbox (X).
7. Ifπ ′ isπ ′
1
+ π ′
2
, assumingby induction that there existsχ1,χ2 ∈ cfProc‡QSbox (X), such thatQSbox [a]π ′1 = χ1 eQSbox [a]π ′2 =
χ2,
QSbox [a](π ′1 + π ′2) = [a]π ′1 + [a]π ′2 (GL05)= χ1 + χ2 (induction and substitution)
where χ1 + χ2 is a term in cfProc‡QSbox (X).
The prove for recursive terms follows from ω-induction rule. 
Proof (Proposition 51). Let a, b ∈ Act, with a = b. Given p ∈ cProc′QSbox (X), such that Abox [p] = 〈Sp, p,α(p),−→box ↓ Sp, Fp〉, we
have that A
box
[[a]p] = 〈S[a]p, [a]p, α([a]p),−→
box
↓ S[a]p, F[a]p〉, where: (i) S[a]p ⊆ {[a]p′ : p′ ∈ Sp} ∪ Sp and also #S[a]p = #Sp, (ii)
α([a]p) = α(p), (iii) −→
box
↓ S[a]p ⊆ {[a]p′ a−→box p′′ : p′
a−→
box
p′′ ∈−→
box
↓ Sp} ∪ {[a]p′ b−→box [a]p′′ : p′
b−→
box
p′′ ∈−→
box
↓ Sp}
∪ −→
box
↓ Sp and (iv) F[a]p ⊆ Fp. Suppose that s ∈ L(Abox [[a]p]), i.e., there exists t∈F[a]p, such that [a]p
s−→*
box
t. Since [a]p ∈ ©,
s can not be , so it follows that s can be either a s′ or b s′, with s′ ∈ α(p)*. The proof follows by induction on the length of s.
Conversely, suppose that s ∈ L(A
box
[p])[a], i.e., there exists t ∈ Fp such that p s−→*box t and s contains a. We use again induction
on the length of s. 
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Proof (Proposition 56). We use induction on the length of derivation of theorem QSbox p ≤ q, after proving the soundness of
the system dc(QSbox). We use the Proposition 41 to prove the soundness of the global liveness proper axioms.
Soundness of GL01.
QSbox[[[a]abortU ]]ρQSbox =QSbox [a]QSboxQSbox[[abortU ]]ρQSbox
=QSbox [a]QSbox 〈U, ∅〉
=QSbox 〈U, ∅〉
=QSbox QSbox[[abortU ]]ρQSbox
Soundness of GL02.
QSbox[[[a]stopU ]]ρQSbox =QSbox [a]QSboxQSbox[[stopU ]]ρQSbox
=QSbox [a]QSbox 〈U, {}〉
=QSbox 〈U, ∅〉
=QSbox QSbox[[abortU ]]ρQSbox
Soundness of GL03.
QSbox[[[a]!a.xU ]]ρQSbox =QSbox [a]QSboxQSbox[[!a.xU ]]ρQSbox
=QSbox [a]QSbox 〈U, a.τ (QSbox[[xU ]]ρQSbox )〉
=QSbox 〈U ∪ {a}, a.τ (QSbox[[xU ]]ρQSbox )〉
=QSbox QSbox[[!a.xU ]]ρQSbox
Soundness of GL04.
QSbox[[[a]!b.xU ]]ρQSbox =QSbox [a]QSboxQSbox[[!b.xU ]]ρQSbox
=QSbox [a]QSbox 〈U, b.τ (QSbox[[xU ]]ρQSbox )〉
=QSbox 〈U ∪ {a}, b.(τ (QSbox[[xU ]]ρQSbox ))[a]〉
=QSbox !b.QSbox 〈U ∪ {a}, (τ (QSbox[[xU ]]ρQSbox ))[a]〉
=QSbox !b.QSboxQSbox[[[a]xU ]]ρQSbox
=QSbox QSbox[[!b.[a]xU ]]ρQSbox
Soundness of GL05.
QSbox[[[a](xU + yU)]]ρQSbox =QSbox [a]QSboxQSbox[[xU + yU ]]ρQSbox=QSbox [a]QSbox 〈U, τ(QSbox[[xU ]]ρQSbox ) ∪ τ(QSbox[[yU ]]ρQSbox )〉=QSbox 〈U ∪ {a}, (τ (QSbox[[xU ]]ρQSbox ) ∪ τ(QSbox[[yU ]]ρQSbox ))[a]〉=QSbox 〈U ∪ {a}, (τ (QSbox[[xU ]]ρQSbox ))[a] ∪ (τ (QSbox[[yU ]]ρQSbox ))[a]〉=QSbox QSbox[[[a]xU ]]ρQSbox +QSbox QSbox[[[a]yU ]]ρQSbox=QSbox QSbox[[[a]xU + [a]yU ]]ρQSbox
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